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Abstract. A hydrodynamic approach based on velocity and energy conservation
equations is developed and used for the simultaneous evaluation of the electronic
steady-state transport, small-signal response and noise in an n+nn+ Si structure.
An original decomposition of velocity and energy profiles along the structure in
terms of field, convective and diffusion contributions is presented. The local
distribution of the noise source and voltage spectral density is carried out within the
transfer-impedance method. The excellent agreement of the approach thus
developed with Monte Carlo simulations supports its physical reliability and
effectiveness for submicron-device modelling.

1. Introduction

The improvement in the performance of modern solid-state
electronics is strongly related to the down-sizing of devices
towards the nanometric length scale. This is particularly
emphasized for the case of high-frequency operations in
the terahertz region. The complexity of the geometries
and the extreme conditions due to the ultra-short space/time
scales involved give device modelling a crucial role in the
research and development of these advanced structures [1].
In recent years, various theoretical approaches have been
developed and used to calculate electronic transport and
noise characteristics in semiconductor devices. To this
purpose, let us recall: the drift-diffusion model and its
extension [2–4], hydrodynamic (HD) models [5], spectral
methods based on Hermite–Gaussian [6] and Legendre [7]
polynomial expansion, the scattering matrix method [8],
Chambers path-integral [9], cellular-automaton [10], the
Monte Carlo particle (MCP) technique [11–13] etc. Among
these methods the HD approach, which combines the
simplicity of the drift-diffusion model with the possibility of
accounting for non-local effects, such as velocity overshoot,
has emerged as a very reliable technique [14–28]. In
general, the HD description is based on velocity and
energy conservation equations which are derived from the

Boltzmann kinetic equation by using the moment method
(see, for example, [29]). However, such a derivation
implies the introduction of several assumptions to close the
system of conservation equations and, as a consequence,
there exists a certain degree of freedom in the choice of the
parameters to be used.

In a previous paper [30] a scheme was proposed in
which the variances of velocity–velocity and velocity–
energy fluctuations obtained from MCP simulations have
been used to close the system of equations. A rather good
agreement has been achieved between the results obtained
from MCP simulations and the corresponding HD model
for various transport characteristics in the case of n-type
semiconductor bulk materials like Si [30], GaAs and InP
[31]. Moreover, the linear analysis of velocity and energy
conservation equations has shown that these quantities are
also necessary for a proper determination of the longitudinal
diffusion coefficient and the spectral density of velocity
fluctuations under steady-state conditions [30, 31]. These
results have motivated the extension of the HD approach
to the case of micron and submicron n+nn+ structures.

The aim of this paper is to apply the above scheme to
the case of submicron n+nn+ Si structures in view of the
importance that this material has in modern electronics. The
main objectives are to provide simultaneously the stationary
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current–voltage characteristic, the dynamic small-signal
response, and the noise spectrum associated with velocity
fluctuations. Because of the inhomogeneous electric field
profile originated by the homojunctions, the fluctuations
of carrier velocity and self-consistent field are non-locally
coupled through the Poisson equation. Thus, we develop
a rigorous theoretical approach by using the transfer-
impedance field method. The comparison between the HD
model and a MCP simulation is taken as a validating proof
of the HD model. In particular, an original decomposition
procedure involving the velocity and energy profiles in
terms of field, convective and diffusive components has
enabled us to carry out a detailed interpretation of transport
and noise sources at a local level.

The paper is organized as follows. The theoretical
model is briefly surveyed in section 2. The application of
the method to the case of Si is validated and discussed at a
microscopic level in section 3. Some concluding remarks
are reported in section 4.

2. The model

For a one-dimensional geometry, the HD approach
proposed in [29–31] consists of the conservation equations
for the carrier drift velocity,v(x, t), and mean energy,
ε(x, t), written as

∂v

∂t
= eEm−1 − vνv − v

∂v

∂x
− 1

n

∂
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Equations (1) and (2) contain five parameters (strictly
speaking, five energy parametric dependences), namely,
the average of reciprocal effective mass in the direction
of the electric fieldE, m−1 ≡ 〈m−1〉0, the velocity and
energy relaxation rates,νv andνε, respectively, the variance
of velocity–velocity fluctuations,Qv = 〈δv2〉0, and the
covariance of velocity–energy fluctuations,Qε = 〈δv δε〉0.
e is the electron charge. All the parameters are assumed to
depend only on the local mean energy and, as such, they
can be obtained from stationary Monte Carlo simulations
of the bulk semiconductor at the given constant fieldE0.
For example, independently from the energy wavevector
dispersion law〈m−1〉0, 〈v〉0 and〈δv δε〉0 can be calculated
using only initial, i, and final,f , states of eachkth free-
flight in momentum spacep, pi

k and p
f
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whereq(p) is, respectively, equal tovx(p), ε(p) andε2(p),
N is the total number of scatterings during the simulation
time T , and the brackets〈. . .〉0 mean average over the
stationary distribution. Similar expressions which depend
on the dispersion lawε(p) can be obtained for〈ε〉0 and
〈δv2〉0 too. The relaxation rates are then calculated using
the standard balance expressions

νv = eE0〈m−1〉0

〈v〉0
(4a)

νε = eE0〈v〉0

〈ε〉0 − εth

(4b)

whereεth is the carrier mean energy at thermal equilibrium
which, for a parabolic dispersion, is given byεth =
3
2KBT0, KB being the Boltzmann constant andT0 the lattice
temperature.

For the modelling of a voltage-driven operation, where
a constant voltageU is applied between the structure
terminals, equations (1) and (2) are coupled with the
continuity equation for the electron concentrationn(x, t),

∂n

∂t
= −∂(nv)

∂x
(5)

and the Poisson equation

∂E(x, t)

∂x
= e

εε0
[n(x, t) − Nd(x)]. (6)

Here Nd(x) is the static profile of donor concentration,
ε the relative dielectric constant of the material andε0

the vacuum permittivity. For the modelling of a current-
driven operation, where a constant total current densityJ

is flowing through the structure, equation (5) is replaced by
the conservation equation for the local electric field [32]:
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+ v
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+ e

εε0
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εε0
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The Poisson equation is rewritten in a form suitable for
calculating the electron concentration as

n = Nd + εε0

e

∂E

∂x
. (8)

The HD model based on equations (1) and (2) has an
evident advantage in that it gives the possibility of verifying
directly the assumptions used to close the system of
conservation equations. Indeed, the spatial profiles of both
〈δv2〉 and 〈δv δε〉 can be directly calculated with the MCP
simulation for the structure investigated and compared with
those which can be deduced from the HD calculations.
In particular, the effect of higher moments of the carrier
momentum distribution function on〈δv δε〉 are usually
accounted for in the HD approaches by introducing a
generalized Wiedemann–Franz law at a phenomenological
level [14, 17]. In the framework of the present HD
approach this corresponds to an additional term,Q =
−κ∂ε/∂x (κ being a carrier heat conductivity of the bulk
semiconductor), which must be added to theQε term
defined above. In terms of [17]κ can be expressed as
κ = 2

3( 5
2+c)D, wherec is a numerical parameter associated

with the energy dependence of the scattering rates andD is
the longitudinal diffusion coefficient, both depending on
the electric field. It is evident that such an additional
term becomes significant mainly in the regions where a
strong gradient of the mean energy exists. Therefore, MCP
calculations can also be used to evaluate the heat flux
associated with charge transport.

The input parameters of the HD model calculated
with the MCP method for an electron concentrationn =
1015 cm−3 when the electric field is applied along the [100]
crystallographic axis are shown in figures 1(a) and (b). The
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Figure 1. Average values of the five input parameters of
the present HD approach as a function of the electric field
applied in the [100] direction as obtained from MCP
simulations of n-Si at T0 = 300 K with Nd = 1015 cm−3:
(a) drift velocity, mean energy, reciprocal mass;
(b) variance of velocity fluctuations and covariance of
velocity and energy fluctuations.

model of the conduction band includes six X and four L
non-parabolic ellipsoidal valleys. The acoustic phonon and
ionized impurity scattering in each valley as well as 11
modes of intervalley-phonon scatterings are accounted for.
All the parameters used in the MCP simulation can be found
in [33].

3. Results and discussion

Both HD and MCP calculations are performed atT0 =
300 K for an n+nn+ Si structure with the following
parameters: doping level ofn = 2 × 1015 and n+ =
5 × 1017 cm−3, and cathode (left contact), n region and
anode (right contact) lengths of 0.1, 0.4 and 0.1 µm
respectively. Abrupt homojunctions are assumed. We
note that this structure has been widely used to validate
several approaches of modelling submicron n-Si devices
[3, 17–19, 22, 25–28]. The HD calculations have been
performed in accordance with equations (1) and (2),

coupled with equations (5) and (6) for modelling the
stationary distributions under voltage-driven operation, and
with equations (7) and (8) for the noise and small-
signal calculations under current-driven operation. Time
dependences are calculated in steps of 2 fs.

For the MCP calculations the electric field is also
updated each 2 fs using a one-dimensional Poisson
solution self-consistently coupled with the MCP simulator
(one-dimensional in real space and three-dimensional in
momentum space). The cross-sectional area of the
simulated structure,A, is 2 × 10−13 m2, which leads to
an average number of simulated carriers of around 2×104.
Ohmic boundary conditions are applied at the end of the
n+ regions keeping charge neutrality in the cell close to the
contact by injecting the necessary number of carriers at the
end of each time step. Carriers are injected with a velocity-
weighted Maxwellian distribution function. Voltage- and
current-driven operations are simulated in accordance with
[34].

All the results discussed in the following have been
calculated for an applied voltageU = 1.5 V with a
corresponding average electric field inside the n region of
about 35 kV cm−1, a value well above the onset for hot-
carrier conditions.

3.1. Stationary profiles

The carrier concentration and electric field profiles
calculated with the HD and MCP approaches are presented
in figures 2(a) and (b) respectively. An excellent agreement
between the results of the two approaches is found. By
comparing the value of the n region dopingNd = 2 ×
1015 cm−3 with the value of the carrier concentration of
about n = 1.5 × 1016 cm−3 in the same region (see
figure 2(a)), we conclude that a strong spill-over of carriers
from the n+ to the n region takes place. This causes the
monotonic increase of the electric field inside the n region
which peaks at about 80 kV cm−1 near the anode (see
figure 2(b)).

As the next step, figures 3(a) and (b) give the
comparison between the MCP (dots) and HD (solid curve)
calculations for the velocity and energy profiles. Even in
this case a good agreement between the two approaches
is achieved. We notice that, under stationary conditions,
equations (1) and (2) can be rewritten as

v = 1

νv

(
eEm−1 − v

dv

dx
− 1

n

d

dx
(nQv)

)
(9)
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n

d
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(nQε)

)
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The first, second and third terms inside the large brackets of
the right-hand side of each equation give, respectively, the
field, convective and diffusive contributions into which the
velocity and energy can be conveniently decomposed. To
analyse the physical meaning of each contribution, figure 3
also reports their spatial profiles calculated with the HD
approach. For the velocity reported in figure 3(a), the
contribution of the convective term is negligible everywhere
while the contribution of the diffusive term is maximum
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Figure 2. Spatial profiles of: (a) electron concentration and
(b) electric field calculated with the HD and MCP
approaches (solid and broken curves respectively) for the
0.1–0.4–0.1 µm n+nn+ Si structure with doping levels
n = 2 × 1015 cm−3 and n+ = 5 × 1017 cm−3 at T0 = 300 K.
The bias is U = 1.5 V.

near the homojunctions, where it compensates the spikes
of the field term caused by the peaks of the internal electric
field (see figure 2(b)). Furthermore, in the n region the
main contribution comes from the field term. For the
energy reported in figure 3(b), its monotonic increase inside
the n region is also caused by the field term which, in
part, is compensated by the convective contribution. Near
the anode boundary, the strong decrease of the energy
induces a spike in the convective term which, in turn, is
counterbalanced by the diffusive term. Near the cathode
boundary, the diffusive term compensates an energy cooling
caused by carrier transport across the region with negative
electric field. Nevertheless, a small electron cooling still
remains in this region so that the carrier energy here is
slightly lower than that of the lattice.

The comparison between the MCP and HD results
for 〈δv2〉 and 〈δv δε〉 is shown in figures 4(a) and (b)
respectively. For the variance of velocity fluctuations,
the agreement found is satisfactory and justifies the
assumption we made of using this term to close the velocity-
conservation equation. For the covariance of velocity-

Figure 3. Spatial profiles of: (a) drift velocity and (b) mean
energy calculated with the HD (solid curve) and MCP (dots)
approaches. The field, convective and diffusive
contributions of the carrier average velocity and energy
obtained from the HD approach in accordance with
equations (9) and (10) are shown for comparison.

energy fluctuations, the agreement found is less satisfactory.
As a matter of fact, an additional spike is observed in
the spatial profile of〈δv δε〉 calculated with the MCP
approach. It takes place in the region of strongest energy
gradient and can be considered as a direct manifestation
of the heat-flux term which is not accounted for in the
HD model. The maximum value of the energy gradient in
this region (see figure 3(b)) is about 16 eVµm−1. From
figure 4(b) we evaluate a value of the heat-flux spike of
about 30× 102 eV m s−1 which implies a value ofκ of
about 2 cm2 s−1. The heat flux has a maximum at an
energy of about 170 meV, which corresponds to a diffusion
constant of 9 cm2 s−1. Thus, for the constantc one obtains
a value of about−2.2, which is in reasonable agreement
with the value−2.1 used in [17] to avoid unphysical effects
in the n region near the anode. It should be stressed that
the value ofκ so obtained is sufficiently small to consider
the heat-flux term of minor importance and thus negligible.
This justifies the use of〈δv δε〉 as a parameter to close the
energy-conservation equation.
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Figure 4. Spatial profiles of: (a) the variance of velocity
fluctuations and (b) the covariance of velocity–energy
fluctuations calculated with the HD and MCP approaches
(solid and broken curves respectively).

3.2. Noise and small-signal spectra

The good agreement found between HD and MCP results
for the stationary profiles of the main quantities of interest
allows us to extend the HD model to calculate the small-
signal response and the noise associated with velocity
fluctuations. In the framework of deterministic approaches,
which do not contain fluctuations of the microscopic
quantities, noise calculations are usually carried out under
constant-current operation by using the impedance field
method [35–38]. This method relates the local fluctuations
of single-particle velocities inside the device with the
fluctuations of the voltage drop between two probing
terminals, U(t), leading in the present case to the
expression

SU(f ) = Ae2
∫ L

0
|∇Z(x, f )|2n(x)Sv(x, f ) dx (11)

whereSU(f ) is the spectral density of voltage fluctuations
between the terminals of the diode as measured under
constant-current operation,f is the frequency,L the total
length of the diode,Sv(x, f ) the local spectral density of
velocity fluctuations and∇Z(x, f ) the local impedance

Figure 5. Spatial profiles of the electric field perturbation at
successive time moments calculated with the HD approach
for an initial perturbation placed at point x = 0.175 µm.

field. To eliminate from equation (11) the cross-section
A, which is a free parameter in the one-dimensional HD
model, bothSU and ∇Z are taken normalized to the unit
surface.

We must stress that equation (11) strictly separates
the origin of fluctuations, represented by the local source,
from their spatio-temporal evolution, represented by the
impedance field. Moreover, the spectral density of voltage
fluctuations of the whole structure is represented as a
sum of contributions belonging to different parts of the
structure. Therefore, this approach can be considered as
a powerful tool for a detailed investigation of the noise
spatial distribution throughout the structure. In the present
work, Sv(x, f ) is calculated in the framework of the same
HD model by usingQv and Qε, as described in [39].
The impedance field is calculated using the time-domain
formulation of the transfer-impedance method [32]. For this
reason, a spatio-temporal evolution of a narrow perturbation
of the electric field placed at the initial time moment at
various pointsx0 (0 < x0 < L) of the n+nn+ structure is
first calculated by using the set of equations (1), (2), (7) and
(8). The impedance field at each pointx0 is then obtained
by the Fourier transform of the time response of the voltage
perturbation between the diode terminals as

∇Z(x0, f ) = 1

ε0εδU0

∫ ∞

0
δU(t) exp(−i 2πf t) dt (12)

where δU0 is the voltage perturbation at the initial time
moment.

To illustrate this procedure, figure 5 presents the
spatio-temporal evolution of an electric field perturbation,
δE(x, t), calculated with the HD model for a narrow
Gaussian-like perturbation ofE created att = 0 at the
point x0 = 0.175 µm. At the shortest times, the initial
perturbation is quickly split into three peaks (see continuous
curve att = 0.2 ps). The left and right peaks correspond
to shock waves which propagate towards opposite contacts.
Both quickly damp in time during the first picosecond (see
curves fort ≤ 0.6 ps), thus leading to the formation of a
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Figure 6. Evolution of the voltage perturbation between the
diode terminals produced by initial perturbations placed at
points x = 0.175, 0.275, 0.375, 0.475, 0.575 µm
(respectively curves 1 to 5).

quasi-Gaussian shape of the central peak which propagates
towards the anode contact and vanishes when reaching the
anode nn+ homojunction (see curves for 2≤ t ≤ 6 ps).

The time dependence of the voltage perturbation
induced by the spatio-temporal evolution of the electric
field perturbations created att = 0 at various pointsx0

of the structure is shown in figure 6. Curves 1 to 5
correspond, respectively, tox0 = 0.175, 0.275, 0.375,
0.475, 0.575µm. By comparing curve 1 of figure 6 with
the different curves of figure 5, we conclude that, after an
initial small reduction,δU(t) remains nearly flat during the
formation of the central peak (0.4 ≤ t ≤ 2 ps). (Some small
perturbations ofδU(t) at a time of about 1 ps are caused by
plasma oscillations in the cathode contact induced by the
left shock wave when entering this region.) A monotonic
decrease ofδU(t) starts att > 2 ps when the right-hand
side of the electric field perturbation reaches the anode
contact. This reduction is caused by the vanishing of the
electric field perturbation in the anode n+ region. When
the point of the initial perturbation is shifted towards the
anode contact, the monotonic reduction ofδU(t) at the tail
of its time dependence starts at shorter times because of the
shorter transit time necessary for the perturbation to reach
the anode. When the point of the initial perturbation is
placed inside the n+ regions, only plasma oscillations of
δU(t) appear at the corresponding frequency.

In accordance with equation (12), the low-frequency
value of∇Z(x0) is simply proportional to the time integral
of the voltage response. Therefore, the longer is the tail of
δU(t) (i.e. the more pronounced are transit-time effects)
the higher is the magnitude of|∇Z| and the higher is
the contribution of the pointx0 to the total voltage noise
of the whole structure as measured between its terminals.
In accordance with equation (11), the local contribution
of each point to the net noise can be represented by the
quantitys(x0, f ) defined by

s(x0, f ) = e2|∇Z(x0, f )|2n(x0)Sv(x0, f ). (13)

The spatial profile ofs(x0, 0) is indicated in figure 7 by the
solid curve. As expected, the most significant contributions

Figure 7. Spatial profile of the local contribution to the net
noise as calculated with the HD approach (solid curve) as
well as spatial distributions of the local voltage noise
calculated with the HD and MCP approaches (broken curve
and diamonds respectively) at frequency f = 0.

come from the near-cathode homojunction n+/n because of
the longer transit time associated with this region.

In the framework of stochastic methods, such as the
MCP technique, the spatial analysis of the voltage noise
is based on the calculation of the spatial dependence of
the spectral density of voltage fluctuations,SU(x, f ), as
measured between the initial pointx = 0 and a given
point x inside the structure (0< x ≤ L) [34, 40]. The
local noise of the structure can be represented in this case
by dSU(x, f )/dx, i.e. the spatial derivative ofSU(x, f ).
It should be stressed that such a quantity has a different
physical meaning with respect tos(x0, f ). Indeed, the plot
of the former quantity as a function ofx yields the voltage
fluctuations contributing to the total voltage noise between
the terminals of the structure which takes place at position
x. These fluctuations originate from noise sources not only
at that position, but at all positions in the structure. On
the other hand, the plot of the latter quantity as a function
of x0 yields the part of the voltage noise originated by
the whole structure, coming from the noise source placed
at positionx0. Of course, the integration throughout the
structure of each of these quantities gives the same total
noise. However, the spatial profiles of these quantities
are in general different especially in the presence of a
pronounced transit-time dynamics of carriers. To calculate
SU(x, f ) with the HD approach the procedure based on
equations (11) and (12) has been modified in the following
way. For the electric field perturbation placed at the initial
time moment at pointx0, the voltage response at a set of
points x inside the structure is also calculated (0< x,
x0 < L). The obtained time dependences ofδU(x, x0, t)

are then used to calculate the impedance field at pointx0

with respect to the voltage at pointx as

∇Z(x, x0, f ) = 1

ε0εδU0

∫ ∞

0
δU(x, x0, t) exp(−i 2πf t) dt.

(14)
The spatial dependence of the spectral density of voltage
fluctuations is calculated from the usual impedance field
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formula rewritten as

SU(x, f ) = e2
∫ L

0
|∇Z(x, x0, f )|2n(x0)Sv(x0, f ) dx0.

(15)
To obtain the local noise one then must evaluate
numerically the spatial derivative ofSU(x, f ). To illustrate
the difference betweens(x0, f ) and SU(x, f ), the latter
quantity is also presented in figure 7. The broken curve
and diamonds correspond to the HD and MCP simulations
respectively. We conclude that, in spite of the fact
that the noise sources are placed primarily near the n+/n
homojunction, the local noise is mainly produced near the
n/n+ homojunction. This means that the local velocity
fluctuations leading to a higher voltage noise are located
in the former region, but such voltage noise is mainly
induced in the latter region which is characterized by a
higher resistance originated by the presence of hot carriers.

As a final result, figure 8 reports, in parts (a), (b)
and (c) respectively, the voltage- and current-noise spectral
densities and the square of the small-signal impedance
|Z(f )|2 obtained with the HD and MCP simulations.
For the HD model, SU(f ) and Z(f ) are calculated
independently. The former is obtained from equation (11)
and the latter is calculated using the time response of the
voltage drop between the diode terminals caused by a delta-
like perturbation of the total currentJ , introduced under
stationary conditions into the right-hand side of equation (7)
at a given time momentt = 0. The corresponding
procedure is similar to that described previously for the set
of equations (1), (2), (5) and (6) [41]. The spectral density
of current-density fluctuations,Sj (f ), is then obtained from
the usual relation

SU(f ) = Sj (f )|Z(f )|2. (16)

In the MCP simulationSU(f ) and Sj (f ) are calculated
independently. Then, |Z(f )|2 is calculated from
equation (16). In the whole frequency range considered, the
good agreement found between MCP and HD calculations
fully supports the physical reliability of the proposed HD
approach.

4. Conclusions

We have developed a hydrodynamic approach able to
evaluate consistently stationary transport, small-signal
response and electronic noise of a submicrometre n+nn+

Si structure atT0 = 300 K. The approach has been
validated by comparison with a Monte Carlo particle
simulator. An original decomposition of carrier velocity
and energy profiles in terms of field, convective and
diffusive contributions has evidenced their importance and
their mutual balancing near the homojunctions. The role of
heat flux near the anode n/n+ junction has been estimated
in terms of a generalized Wiedemann–Franz law and found
to be of minor but significant importance. The local
contribution to the total noise and the strength of the local
noise source have been calculated and displayed separately.
The former is found to be a maximum at the cathode n+/n
junction, while the latter is a maximum at the anode n/n+

junction. This different behaviour is mainly ascribable to
transit-time effects of carrier dynamics in the n region.

Figure 8. Spectra of (a) voltage fluctuations, (b) current
fluctuations and (c) squared small-signal impedance as
obtained from the HD modelling and the MCP simulation
(solid and broken curves respectively).
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